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编辑推荐

City, country - if you want the best of both worlds, head to this region. Navigate the Cascades by
eco-friendly llama, tour all 28 Portland microbreweries, tune in to the Seattle music scene and hit
the slopes at Whistler.
This guidebook has been fully updated!
* Intuitive layout and new text styles make it easier to read, scan and find information at a glance
* New visual design and structure improves navigation without sacrificing depth or quality
* Expanded planning section helps travellers plan by time, season, interest or region
* New map design improves map legibilty for easy navigation
* Expanded coverage of Portland and the Oregon and Washington wine regions
* Special Outdoors and Travel with Children trip-planning chapters
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After years of traveling, Sandra finally got tired of not having a vegetable garden and settled down in
Portland, Oregon. She finally has her heirloom tomatoes, but their health is constantly
compromised by her continued trips. Researching Oregon has been a highlight of Sandra's Lonely
Planet career, which has spanned six years and as many countries. She's come to realize of how
beautiful her home state is, how much it has to offer and how friendly people are in those tiny
countryside towns in the middle of nowhere.
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